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Exchange to Kyutech, Broaden their Horizons and Look to the Future 

周中偉 -M10303201-  

My name is Zhong-WeiI Zhou, I am glad to have this chance to be an short term exchange 

student in Kyushu Institute of Technology. For the one who is first time been abroad at Japan, I 

feel the people and environment are really kind and brilliant. Many thanks to appreciate the kind 

person Professor SUZIKI and all the Kyutech students for reception and care. First, in Kyutech 

we had a special course 「Problem based learning」(P.B.L.), and held a competition by two kind 

of model cars, one is the fuel model car, another is electric one. We need try to replace some 

model car parts like shock absorbers and wheels in order to improve the efficiency of the model 

car. In this process we learned not only refit car but also well communication with Japanese 

students. We solved problems and painted car together. Actually, this is the first time experience 

in Japan that I had never tried in Taiwan. In addition, the following company tour is a nice 

experience, too. We had been three companies. One is 「Panasonic Fukuoka Branch」 which is 

very famous brand in Taiwan. Here showed a new monitoring technique to us. Their monitor is 

very precision and professional to keep home security and face identification. 
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Another is 「Kyushu Electric Power Company」 which showed us the green technique to 

save power by using solar energy. There is a green-house with smart system. Included a 

temperature control system to adjust air condition automatically. Every appliance has its own 

sensor to measure the power consume. You can know every status of the furniture anytime and 

anywhere. The last one is 「Hitachi Kyushu Branch」 which introduced many information about 

themselves for whom want to join their company. I think it is a good chance for Japanese students 

before their graduation. They can realize what skills or conditions should be acquired. The 

following days, we learned so many special culture is unique in Japan. Such as the 「Flow Noodle」 

flowed through the bamboo, I like it very much and really have fun and fresh. Japanese temple 

culture is also unique, and rite is different from Taiwan. I think this is beautiful and quiet place 

for people to pray and make a wish.  

Japanese food attracts me a lot. Duration in Japan I had tried Raw Horse Meat, Sashimi 

Sushi, Ramen, Beer and Sake. Everything is fine, include the kind Japanese people, from their 

performance I understand how a polite behavior. Thank you Japan! A beautiful country which 

impressing me so much. Next time I want to go Japan again. 
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